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CRUISE Program Charter
Delivery of a highly adaptable and accountable service
based platform enabled by innovative knowledge
management tools and efficient, reusable processes.

Structured authoring and re-use of both content and
processes as well as separating content from
presentation while proactively ensuring compliance
Reduction of the effort required to prepare, compile and
analyse content and documents through a synergy of
optimized processes and enabling technology proactively
scoped for value by a defined service catalog
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Approach – CRUISE Program implementation

Key benefits:
Delivers functionality and business
value incrementally, in time-boxed
releases
Produces results in faster time
Improves risk mitigation by
correcting direction iteratively
Agile program execution for
all activities
Agile playbook and tools
facilitate common goals and
improve information sharing
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Fosters innovation between the
broader team
Improves team collaboration and
ownership

Clinical Documentation at Sanofi
• Integral department of Clinical Science and Operations
platform
• Highly flexible global team of document specialists
• Service focus: state of the art expertise and resources for
• management of clinical content
• strategic production of submission-ready clinical documents
• disclosure of clinical study protocols and results

• Goals
• Innovative and strategic solutions
for global life-cycle documentation
• Accelerate and improve document preparation
• Anticipate strategic documentation roadmap
• Meet documentation needs across product life cycle
• Build a structured library of product-specific content for
intelligent reuse
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Clinical Documentation – Timeline
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Business Drivers
BUSINESS DRIVERS
ENSURE CONSISTENCY WITHIN THE ORGANIZATION
AND BETWEEN PUBLIC DISCLOSURE AND REGULATED
REPORTS (NDA, IND, CTA, PSUR...) AGAINST
DATABASES

QUICKLY ASSESS VALUE AND NON-VALUE ADD
ACTIVITIES AND MANAGE THE SOURCING OF THOSE
ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE CAPABILITIES PORTFOLIOS
BALANCING FIXED AND VARIABLE COSTS
REDUCE CYCLE TIMES, ENABLE EARLIER AND
MORE EFFECTIVE DECISION-MAKING AROUND
CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS, AND REDUCE
TIME TO MARKET

SHARE KNOWLEDGE BY MOVING TOWARD
REUSABLE COMPONENTS OF INFORMATION THAT
CAN BE MANAGED AND REUSED ACROSS
PUBLICATIONS, DEPARTMENTS AND AUDIENCES.
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PROGRAM PRINCIPLES
 Deliver a highly adaptable and
accountable service based platform
enabled by innovative knowledge
management tools and efficient,
reusable processes.
 Perform structured authoring by
enabling re-use of both content and
processes as well as separating
content from presentation while
proactively ensuring compliance
 Reduce the effort required to
prepare, compile and analyse
content and documents
 Lead, change and innovate within
the transforming enterprise

Program Impact
Situation
1

Unnecessary workload and time
delays
Study reports & appendixes
finalized late / not e-compliant
CTD lack of scientific
consistency
No standard methodology nor
tools for data collection &
aggregation
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Lack of structure in CTA/CTD
document review process leading
to long review cycles
Multiple iterations
Recurrent remarks at different
stages of review

Defects

Over
processing

Change
A

B

C

Refine submission documents preparation and
review processes
Structure scientific information delivered
throughout development to all stakeholders
Define process for preparation of source
documents and summaries across product
development including identification of
process ownership of various documents
Refine CTA/IND review process
Develop content re-use and structured
authoring information system tool
Manage content and ongoing updates of
CTA/CTD documents
Automate publishing of documents into
different formats
Transform to a service based model in Clinical
Documentation as an enabling team

Impact: Increased Quality, Faster and Cheaper
CTA = Clinical Trial Application, including Investigational New Drug (IND). This remarks applies to the entire document
CTD = Common Technical Dossier
HA = Health Authorities
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What does content reuse look like?
DALA

Protocol

ENTERPRISE CONTENT
Description
• Title
• Number
• ...
Analysis plan
• ...
• ...

Protocol
(pdf format)

DRMP

CVD
Investigators online help
ICTM

IB

Online protocol (html)
Pediatric Plan
Disclosure
(XML format)

Results
• ...
• ...
Administrative information
• ...
• ...

Investigators
Ethics committees
Health authorities

clinicaltrial.go
v
EMEA

...

CTA
CTD

Study report
Appendices

Body

Appendices

CTA = Clinical Trial Application, CTD = Common Technical Dossier, DALA = Drug Abuse Liability Assessment, DRMP = Development
Risk Management Plan, CVD = Core Value Dossier,
IB = Investigational Brochure, ICTM = International Clinical Trial Manager
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Section 5

So how do we get there?
Clinical
Research
Nonclinical
Research

Manufacturing &
Quality
Safety & Surveillance

Iterative

SCM Program:
Incremental
Continual
Improvement
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Agile program execution for all
activities
Agile playbook and tools facilitate
common goals and improve
information sharing

Applying an Agile Approach – R&D
Documentation Services Delivery
• We know that this is a continuous improvement process:
-

How to reuse content across documents and deliverables?
Information design to support reuse and quality
Process efficiencies gained over time
Practical ability for the business to manage the information – no
longer a “document” view

• We know we need to prioritize to get there incrementally:
- The only way to achieve this is through an Agile approach
- We need to be careful not to fall into the “perfection” trap
- The business and the development collectively “own” the
responsibility to ensure that the delivered product meets
business objectives and goals
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